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Aim
The influence of age in the choice of treatment for gastro-
esophageal reflux disease (GERD) is still debated. In sum-
mary, although the laparoscopic antireflux surgery is
generally undertaken with some hesitation in the elderly
and the total fundoplication is considered an obstacle in
presence of defective peristaltic activity, some authors
recently showed good clinical outcome and low morbid-
ity in the older GERD patients treated by laparoscopic
360° fundoplication.

This study aimed to compare the clinical outcome of the
younger with the older patients undergone laparoscopic
antireflux surgery for chronic GERD.

Methods
Fifty-seven consecutive patients underwent laparoscopic
Nissen fundoplication for GERD. Thirty-two patients were
younger than 65 years (Group I) and twenty-five were
more than 65 years old (Group II). Before and one year
after fundoplication all the patients underwent symptom
questionnaires, upper gastrointestinal endoscopy,
esophageal manometry and combined 24 h esophageal
pH and bilirubin monitoring.

Results
The prevalence of atypical symptoms and hiatal hernia
was higher in the elderly patients, compared to the
younger group (60% vs 32%; 80% vs 68%: p < 0.05). The

older patients showed more often than younger severe
esophagitis and impaired esophageal peristalsis (44% vs
27%; 60% vs 32%: p < 0.05). Pathological esophageal bile
exposure was more common among the elderly (88% vs
68%), in contrast with the abnormal acid exposure that
was similar for the two groups. The operation time and
the incidence of intraoperative and postoperative compli-
cations didn't differ significantly between the two groups.
The median hospitalization time was 3 days in each
group. At follow-up none of the enrolled patients showed
GERD symptoms. Mild esophagitis was found only in two
patients which preoperatively showed severe esophageal
mucosal damage. The combined 24-h esophageal pH and
bilirubin monitoring showed the normalization of both
acid and bile reflux in the two groups.

Conclusion
Our results suggest that age doesn't affect the outcome of
laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication. The antireflux sur-
gery represents a safe and effective treatment for GERD,
either in the young or in the elderly patients, achieving
good results in improving symptoms, healing esophagitis
and suppressing both acid and bile reflux.
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